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Abstract 

Security is an important aspect of infonnation systems. However, much of the 
current work in this area is concerned with first-order issues of the security 
problem. These first-order issues regard the direct threats against systems such 
as computer abuse, software unreliability, and natural disasters. These issues also 
regard the safeguards that may be deployed to protect systems from these direct 
threats. The second-order issues regard the impact of these safeguards on the 
organization. In particular organizational flexibility and adaptability may be 
affected. This is because predictability is an attribute of security, and organiza
tional spontaneity implies a large degree of entropy. The paper discusses issues 
and aspects of managing adaptive systems security including adaptive safeguard 
techniques. 

The purpose of this paper is to analyze a fundamentally different perspective on 
the nature of infonnation systems security safeguards. These safeguards often 
constitute highly constraining organizational structures that can become costly 
burdens. Typically, security managers and safeguards designers only consider the 
surface security issues, i.e., the first-order security problems. Deeper analysis 
reveals broad organizational implications that could strike in surprising ways at 
the core of organizational flexibility and survival. 

1. FIRST ORDER SECURITY 

The security of our infonnation systems is an issue of growing importance in our field. In its 
broadest perspective, it encompasses the integrity and reliability of infonnation systems, computer 
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crime and abuse, and data privacy. Each of these elements is an area of increasing concern as our 
society grows ever more dependent on computer-based information technology: 

As computer systems become more prevalent, sophisticated, embedded in physical 
processes and interconnected, society becomes more vulnerable to poor system 
design, accidents that disable systems, and attacks on computer systems. 
[National Research Councill991, p.l] 

The issue of integrity and reliability is closely aligned with the development of information 
systems. Errors and oversights in analysis, requirements definition, systems design and 
implementation will open vulnerabilities for operating errors, system crashes, and inadequate 
performance (Baskerville 1993). The issue of computer crime and abuse regards the ease with 
which many information systems may be assaulted. According to Neumann ( 1995) the major 
techniques for this abuse include external misuse, hardware misuse, masquerading, pest programs, 
controls bypass, active misuse, passive misuse, and misuse by inaction. The issue of privacy 
regards the protection of sensitive personal computer-based data. This issue has gained 
importance steadily as computer growth enabled organizations to amass, sometimes unintention
ally, remarkable dossiers on private individuals. Major concerns regard trans-border data flows, 
fmancial secrecy, medical data, police mes, marketing data and work-place monitoring. The 
concern has precipitated a maze of international, national, provincial and professional laws, 
regulations and guidelines (Madsen 1992). 

These issues regard the "first-order" security problem. These are the problems against which 
systems security designers seek to protect systems. Based on his collection of "risks to the 
public" via a computer newsgroup, Neumann classifies these problems into the following 
categories: intentional misuse, security accidents, spoofs and pranks, intentional denials of 
service, unintentional denials of service, financial fraud by computer, accidental fmanciallosses, 
risks in elections, jail security, and privacy. System designers prescribe security safeguards or 
controls with the intention of protecting information systems against these problems. 

There are many types of first-order safeguards. These are sometimes classified as deterrent, 
preventative, detective, and corrective (Baskerville 1988). Examples include (l) additional 
management policies and procedures such as access control, backup procedures and password 
management schemes; (2) additional hardware and software such as data or communications 
encryption, call-back modems and smart cards; and (3) additional organizational resources such 
as disaster recovery services, backup sites, and insurance. 

The primary analytic concept underlying the management of this first order security problem is 
risk analysis. This is a form of cost-justification procedure used in the selection decision for 
information systems security safeguards. It is an open debate whether risk analysis is really very 
practical for information systems (Baskerville 1991). However, it is clear that the simple risk 
analysis formula that arose in early computer security management literature is still a mode of 
thinking that permeates practice today (cf. Courtney 1977; U.S. Department of Commerce 1979). 
This mode of thinking centers on the formula for risk (r) as the product of probability (p) and cost 
of damage (c) when a threat occurs: 
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r = p • c 

This fonnula summarizes the first-order security management problem. Safeguards can be put 
in place to reduce either the probability of a threat's occurrence (preventive or deterrent 
safeguards) or the cost of the threat's occurrence (corrective or detective safeguards). Reducing 
either or both of these components of risk is seen to drive down the risk profile of the 
organization's infonnation system. Strong proponents of risk analysis have developed elegant 
mechanisms for modeling this first-order problem, for example using Bayesian statistics and 
nationalized databases of threats and safeguards (cf Ozier 1989) while opponents object to the 
critical reliance on irrational, "guessworked" data points and the ethics of quantifying public risk 
using monetary units (cf Parker 1990). To a certain degree, this debate parallels the quantitative
qualitative debate in many research method circles. 

2. SECOND ORDER SECURITY 

A central problem with this simple first-order fonnula is its limited scope. The fonnula is 
incomplete and addresses only part of the decision that security designers and managers actually 
undertake. The question posed by the simple fonnula above is quite limited: "What is the risk 
that my organization is confronting?" The decision faced by the security manager is actually quite 
different: "Does the risk to my organization justify the investment in the safeguard?" This more 
relevant issue is properly modeled as 

c, $ p,• c, 

Which is to say, the cost of the safeguard c, should be less than, or at least equal to the risk 
confronted (threat probability p, times the cost of a threat occurrence ~ ). Currently all of the 
attention and debate is paid to the right-hand side of this fonnula. Increasingly, security managers 
in distributed systems must consider the left hand side of the fonnula. In the past, it may have 
been felt that the cost of the safeguard c, is so low that it was not worth considering. In highly 
flexible or adaptive systems the cost of the safeguard c, becomes complex because the safeguard 
s could limit or constrain the flexibility or adaptivity that might otherwise be present in the 
infonnation system. In such situations, the costs of safeguard c, might be higher - maybe 
dramatically higher- than the total risk faced from threat t. 

This safeguards-cost is the second order security problem. The problem that arises when security 
measures throttle the infonnation system that they are deployed to protect. From a socio
technical perspective, such controls are easily discovered in practice: password expiration 
schemes that are so tricky that the users become discouraged and stop using the system; building 
or system access restrictions that are so cumbersome that it becomes impossible for users to 
access the system in unusual or exceptional situations; or encryption techniques that make it 
impossible to use versatile system utility programs when a business opportunity rises suddenly and 
demands infonnation processing that is not provided by existing applications. 

For example, many organizations are currently very concerned about protecting organizational 
computing access from abuse through Internet connections. System designers can specify an 
assortment of safeguards that offer varying levels of security. The least security would be 
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provided by a simple router that transfers any and all communications packets between the local 
network and the Internet. Any Internet client or server, such as world-wide-web or telnet 
programs, could run on any local computer. Increasing the security necessarily adds constraints, 
for instance, by adding "ftrewall" functions to the router. Such functions could prevent 
establishing inbound ftp or telnet sessions and stave off many kinds of attacks from the network. 
However it also makes it more difficult to establish servers (like web servers) in the local 
network. Establishing such a server requires costly reprogramming in the firewall, and approval 
from the security authorities in charge of the firewall. With the safeguard in place, there is a 
security technocracy that must be negotiated each time certain types of Internet communication 
are needed. 

In this example, the costs of the control certainly include the firewall technology and its 
maintenance. But these costs also include the organization's inability to act quickly and flexibly 
when the need arises. For example, suppose an airline finds itself deluged with e-mail inquiries 
from its agents owing to a bad snowstorm and many flight cancellations. If the scheduling 
department attempts to innovate by creating an emergency web server on a local machine, they 
could find their attempl~ defeated by the firewall. Getting the firewall reprogrammed, or moving 
the web site to an established server, will add time, labor and cost to the effort when both time 
and labor are in short supply. The security not only eliminates certain kinds of attacks, it 
eliminates certain kinds of flexibility and opportunity. 

As another example, an organization concerned about persons scavenging sensitive data from its 
computers may design certain safeguards into a local area network. These safeguards might 
include eliminating diskette drives from most desktop computers, placing all printers in supervised 
locations, and blocking ftp packets from Internet transfer. These safeguards create new (or 
reinforce old) power structures in the organization which regard such issues as whose office 
supervises printers, who is authorized to have a diskette drive, and who has access to the Internet. 
The system safeguards define who gets to carry on what kinds of activities and when these may 
be done. These structures erect technical roadblocks before the underprivileged members of the 
organization. These structures may effectively prevent flexible work schedules, telecommuting, 
Internet experimentation and other forms of innovative activity that characterize highly adaptive 
organizations. 

3. PREDICT ABILITY AS AN ATTRIBUTE 
OF SECURITY 

To understand the issues that we now raise over many taken-for-granted security safeguards, we 
must understand the essential purpose of these safeguards. The common purpose of all security 
safeguards across the broad spectrum of information system elements is to constrain the 
information system to legitimate, allowed behavior. This means that the role of security 
safeguards is to prevent the system from accidentally or deliberately working to illegitimate 
purposes. Above all else in the system, security defines many of the ultimate boundaries of any 
information system function. This is the essence of security safeguards: to prevent unpredicted, 
disallowed system behavior. 
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The essential components of most security safeguards are order and structure. When software 
engineering or procedural standards fail to protect information assets, the order imposed by 
security safeguards constrain the system from severely damaging the organization. When the 
electricity fails or an employee attempts to cheat, the structure imposed by security safeguards 
should contain the damage to some reasonable extent. 

It is an unstated tenet of the IS security profession that a system constrained to "allowed 
behavior" is of greater benefit to an organization than an uncontrolled system. But there is an 
underlying assumption of this tenet that make these objectives increasingly anachronistic in many 
highly competitive organizations. This assumption states that we are capable of predicting the 
allowed behavior for an adequate period of time. This assumption reveals the essence of the 
second order security problem, and may be faulty to the assumed degree in certain kinds of 
organizations. The next section will consider this potential fault in depth. 

4. ORGANIZATIONAL UNPREDICTABILITY 

Rapid adaptation is fast becoming one key characteristic for the management of commercial 
success. The adapt-or-die concept underlies many of the trends that have washed over modern 
IS management in recent times, such as fast-changing, strategic information systems (cf. Rockart 
1988; Eisenhardt 1989, 1990) and business process rcengineering (Hammer 1990; Davenport and 
Short 1990). This concept prescribes an increasing need for IS security managers to cope with 
unpredicted change in their organizations. The growing importance of organizational adaptability 
and the consequent organizational unpredictability are intensifying the second order security 
problem. 

Adaptive organizations represent a radical transformation in the context for information systems 
(Smithson, Baskerville and Ngwenyama 1994). An adaptive organization will be able to change 
its own forms in response to rapid shifts in the nature of its market and its economic or political 
environment. From the security viewpoint, it is important to note that this adaptability i~ 

organizationally distributive. It materializes as a trend in an organization for it.~ entire cadre of 
elements to independently seek to become more flexible and adaptive (Florida 1991; Kraft and 
Truex 1992). 

Adaptive organizational forms are not conducive to centralized control. They are characterized 
by loose and shifting internal structures; diffused autonomy; fuzzy boundaries with trading 
partners, governments, and services; and strategic plans that swell from within the organization 
rather than being rationally dictated from the CEO. 

Information systems spontaneity is a consequence of this rapid-paced organizational adaptivity. 
For flexibility, organizations must create spontaneous information systems that can be quickly 
reshaped to provide different processing and structures for data. In some cases, information 
technology may be the very "stuff' of these new organizational forms- the underlying, enabling 
factor that triggered the volatile environment in the first place (cf. McFarlan 1991). At the very 
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least, rapid-paced change in infonnation technology is an important consequence of these new 
organizational fonns (cf Bladder 1988). 

This spontaneity materializes in reoriented IS development paradigms and technologies. Flexible 
development paradigms revolve around prototyping, end-user development and packaged 
software. Flexible information technologies include "downsizing" to smaller, cheaper computers, 
the drive for open systems and interconnectivity between heterogenous computing machinery, 
highly flexible client-server architectures, and local area networks. Hypertext and hypennedia, 
perhaps the most flexible infonnation resources on the market, are among the fastest-growing 
technology segments (especially on the Internet). 

Taken as a whole, the trends to new organizational fonns that are rapidly adaptive, to 
decentralized and small-scale infonnation systems development, and to easily-reconfigured open 
systems and flexible technologies represent no less than a complete revolution for the security and 
control of organizational computing assets. That is, the central data processing management must 
yield direct control over these corporate assets to line management (Rockart 1988). Attempts 
by infonnation systems staff to regain centralized control over these systems could very well 
represent a threat to organizational survival. It is in this regard that many aspects of current 
centralized computer security practice are becoming part of the anachronism of monolithic 
computing resource management in adaptive organizations. 

5. SECURITY AS ENTROPY: COPING WITH 
ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE 

The second-order costs of infonnation systems security are illustrative of a class of inhibitive 
organizational structures that constrain adaption. Inhibitive structures, like the firewall and 
scavenging safeguards described earlier, increase the amount of work within the organization 
under conditions of change. From a systems science viewpoint, we could say that the human 
organization or its environment are changing around a set of fixed structures. These structures 
may not have been inhibitive originally, but may become so because they do not exactly match 
the "new" organization or its "new" environment Consequently, additional work is required to 
convert input or output fonns such that they match the new requirements and to cope with the 
inhibitive aspects of the structures. 

From a strictly systems perspective, we could consider an organization as a complex social 
system. The inhibitive structures and the additional work constitute incoherent energy, since their 
outputs are not discharged from the system and their collective activities could be eliminated 
completely without any impact on the system outputs. Leifer (1989) modeled organizational 
change on cycles of rising "entropy," a tenn he uses to describe energies such as an increase in 
inhibitive and coping activities under conditions of organizational change. 

Security safeguards, in situations of rapid and unpredictable organizational change and adaption, 
can contribute to organizational entropy by creating unnecessary coping activities. The cost of 
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these safeguards is, to a certain degree, the cost of the related entropy. Unacceptably high 
entropy related to inhibitive safeguards constitutes the second-order security dilemma. 

6. ISSUES OF SECOND-ORDER INFORMATION 
RISK IN ADAPTIVE ORGANIZATIONS 

An understanding of this second-order problem in information systems security raises at least two 
groups of important interlinked practical and research issues. First, the linkage of second-order 
costs with entropy suggest that security managers in adaptive organizations need new security 
management models and techniques. Second, the IS field needs new system safeguards that are 
less inhibitive in situations of rapid or unpredictable change. 

There are at least three aspects of security management that need further investigation. These 
aspects include needs assessment models for determining the degree of flexibility required in 
security, organizational models for security roles and activity models for security organizations. 

Under current models, security management is primarily seen as a technical problem. Recognition 
of the second-order dilemma implies thematic changes in the way organizations manage their 
security and design their safeguards. The security management process may require a basis in a 
review of overall organizational trends, considering if the organization is exhibiting characteristics 
of adaptive behavior. This means that security management might begin by reviewing indicators 
of key adaptive characteristics in the organization such as cross-functional teams, downsizing, 
product specialization, or an increasing dependence on virtual organizations. Such indicators 
could be evidence of the distribution of authority downward in the organization. Security 
management might also require studies of the role of information assets in the organization, 
looking for patterns of almost continuous change in the methods or procedures for information 
processing. Based on such indicators and studies, security management might be able to 
determine the degree of flexibility required in security. 

A second aspect requiring further investigation is the need for new security organizational models. 
For example, can additional staff can be "co-opted" from other organizational elements to 
undertake cross-functional security teams? Could the security organization function as a network 
throughout the corporate organization? Can security authority be dispersed throughout the 
organization? Given that centralized control over security is impractical in highly flexible 
distributed systems, perhaps even the tiniest distinct group of system users should have a 
designated security manager responsible for ensuring the protection of the information assets 
controlled by the group. Under such a model, the professional security staff would no longer be 
the entire organizational security team, but rather would be the apex of a much larger, possibly 
informal organizational security contingent. 

The third aspect regards new activity models for the professional security staff. With regard to 
adaptive elements in the organization, perhaps the major role of the professional staff would shift 
away from enforcing controls and auditing operations toward training and consulting. This may 
be required because users will start making key decisions about how to safeguard and protect 
information. Consequently the security training mission may have to expand to support end-users 
and co-opted security managers who will be making final decisions about information safeguards 
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under their authority. Such co-opted security managers might need to be regularly exposed to 
both new and existing techniques which they might be able to employ for their local information 
security. 

A second group of practical and research issues arises in the need for less-inhibitive system 
safeguards. This need can be illustrated by considering three potential aspects of such safeguards. 

One aspect is the possible increased reliance on people for safeguards rather than complete 
reliance on rigid technologies. This might involve the use of manual procedures and policies as 
the basis for safeguards under the assumption that human behavior is more flexible and more 
easily adaptable than programs or machinery. Proper user conduct can effectively prevent privacy 
violations (e.g., abstain from and report browsing behavior), virus infections (e.g., protect against 
and report foreign executables), fraud (e.g., maintain separation of functions), and denial of 
resources (e.g., careful user password management) without intruding in any severe way on 
system flexibility. 

A second aspect of adaptive security could involve increasing the dependence on logical 
safeguards. Logical safeguards, especially where these are data-oriented, are thought to be more 
flexible than physical safeguards (Baskerville 1988). This may not only improve organizational 
flexibility, but also systems security because physical safeguards may be the easiest to be 
circumvented when the system no longer matches its environment. For example, embedded 
control fields and check digits can remain effective even when the data procedures, technology 
or personnel are changed. 1 Other examples include data classification schemes, non-transparent 
file encryption, and password/passphrase enforcement. 

A third aspect would be the potential for temporary, throw-away security. This might involve 
the use of small-scale physical or logical safeguards and technology that could be changed 
piecemeal with increasing frequency in highly adaptive environments. For example, an 
organization might choose to protect access to its network by controlling access to each desktop 
system individually. This might prove less expensive and more flexible than centralized accounts 
using elaborate server software. By minimizing the investment in expensive, highly structural 
security elements, the security might come to rely on cheap, flexible elements that can be 
discarded sooner (or redeployed elsewhere). This throw-away safeguard proclivity could also 
involve an increased use of software-based rather than hardware-based safeguard elements. 
These disposable safeguards could include security elements for encryption, communications 
firewalls, user identification, and access control. 

7. DEALING WITH PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS 

These issues illustrate the fundamental practical implications that arise from an understanding of 
the second order security problem. There is clearly a need for empirical research and practical 
experimentation with such alternative models of security management and safeguards design. 

'11 is an established tenet in information engineering that data is more stable than processing (Finkelstein 1989). This 
means that controls primarily based on data tend to be flexible across more volatile process changes. 
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Although security is a sensitive and difficult area for practical experimentation, useful progress 
is being made. 

For example, the Canadian Computer Security Establishment developed a focus on flexibility and 
localized autonomy out of its process for setting a federal guideline for risk management of 
computer information systems in the Government of Canada. The working group that regarded 
managerial considerations became particularly concerned with adopting a risk management 
methodology that was flexible enough to be applied in large, complex installations (e.g., a large 
air base), as well as small, simple installations (e.g., a small, remote police post). 

Rather than seek a single method, dictated from the central government security establishment, 
the working group concentrated on distributed security decision-making. That is, instead of 
completely defining the risk assessment process to be universally applied throughout the 
Government of Canada, the exact decision would be deferred to the localized agencies responsible 
for the computing elements. The summary of the recommendations appear in Verrett and Hysert 
(1993). 

The approach recommended by the working group was oriented toward centralized standard
setting, rather than centralized control. The central authority would set the criteria for the 
process of risk assessment, and defer the determination of the exact process to the local agency. 
Even the specification of a range of techniques together with criteria for choosing among these 
techniques was seen to exclude the use of ideal, unique approaches that might occur to managers 
"on the scene." Instead, the recommendations suggest the criteria by which a trusted local 
manager might determine whether the risk management process was successful. While examples 
of risk assessment techniques may be suggested, it would not be mandatory to choose one of the 
examples. The local manager would be free to innovate in situations where such innovation, in 
the judgement of that local manager, seemed to be required. 

8. CONCLUSION 

It is the nature of information security safeguards to be stable, constraining structures in 
organizations. These security structures should match the organization and its environment. 
Where the environment changes rapidly and the organization becomes highly adaptive, 
organizational elements must engage in coping activities to compensate for mismatches between 
the safeguard structures and the organization's changed needs. In such situations, the safeguards 
and the coping activities constitute one component of organizational entropy. If the change is 
unpredictable and fast-paced, security can magnify the entropy and help destroy the organization. 
This is the second-order security dilemma: strong security (severe constraints) may damage the 
organization which it is intended to protect. 

Security management and safeguards design could more closely consider this second-order 
problem. Such considerations raise issues of security organization and flexible safeguard design. 
There is potential for improving the security in rapidly adapting and spontaneous information 
systems, while reducing organizational entropy and improving performance. Early experiments 
with such second-order thinking are possible, as illustrated by the Canadian Computer Security 
Establishment example. 
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